
This crossing is uncontrolled and will cause confusion and

uncertainty for road users including children and the

vulnerable. This is a main walking route to Glendale School.

Footways on both sides of Tenlons

Road significantly narrowed to create

road space for a right turn lane.

Main Pedestrian Access to

Glendale Infant School

compromised by widening of the

highway and reduction of footpath

from 3.9m to 2.5m - below

desirable 3m minimum.
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Additional queuing and

increased traffic flows leading

to a reduction in air quality in

the vicinity of the school.

Access to Glendale Infant School

compromised by widening of the

highway with the footway reduced from

2.75m to approx 2.1m which is well

below the desirable minimum of 3m!

Access to Glendale Infant School

compromised through reduction of

footpath from 3.3m to 2.4m - below

desirable 3m minimum.

Access to Glendale Infant School compromised through reduction

of the footpath from 3.7m to 2.4m - below desirable 3m minimum.

Driveway sandwiched between pedestrian

crossing and stopline due to the movement

of the crossing. It will be extremely difficult

for drivers to access and egress safely.
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Signalised pedestrian crossings are all

below desirable width of 3.6m.

The amended signalised junction is not compliant with

The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Volume 6

Road Geometry, Section 2 Junctions, Part 3, TD

50/04 The Geometric Layout of Signal-Controlled

Junctions and Signalised Roundabouts. Importantly,

intervisibility between opposing traffic flows is not

provided creating a significant safety hazard and

making the junction prone to road traffic accidents.

Not to Scale

Tenlons Road / Heath End Road Junction

BBAG/DWG/101/A



Significant landtake required from the pub affecting the

viability of the business and possible extinguishment leading

to the loss of a community facility as a result of the scheme.

The right turn lanes have insufficient capacity for the

significant volume of traffic turning into The Raywoods

and Bermuda Road. The queuing space is smaller than

that modelled by WCC which didn't allow for any future

year growth - The junction will become gridlocked!

THE RAYW
O

O
DS

HARE &
 HOUNDS LANE

Driveway would be next to the junction

stopline restricting safe access for drivers

This crossing is uncontrolled and is a safety

issue with confusion and uncertainty created

for all road users particularly children and the

vulnerable. This is a main walking route to

local schools and needs signalising.

Residential driveways would

be in the middle of a signalised

junction causing significant

safety risk for safe access.

Driveway would be

next to the junction

stopline restricting safe

access for drivers.

New signalised puffin pedestrian crossings are required along The

Raywoods and Northumberland Avenue to provide safe access to

Glendale Infant and Croft Junior Schools. These roads will become

even busier as part of Nuneaton's western bypass. Without these

facilities there is a significant impact on safe routes to schools.

2.9

Signalised pedestrian

crossings are all below

desirable width of 3.6m.

2.8
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Existing signalised pelican crossing

removed that is on the desire line of the

main walking route to local schools

(Glendale & Croft) and local shops.
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These crossings are uncontrolled and are a

safety issue with confusion and uncertainty

created for all road users particularly children

and the vulnerable. This is a main walking

route to local schools and needs signalising.

Queuing back from Bermuda

Road junction is likely to block

the mini- roundabout.

1
.
7

Footway narrowed to

make space for The

Raywoods right turn

lane opposite.

Footway narrowed on both sides to

make space for The Raywoods right

turn lane negatively affecting safe routes

to schools and pedestrian safety.

Not to Scale

The Raywoods / Heath End Road Junction

BBAG/DWG/102/A



Driveways would

be blocked by

traffic queuing at

the signals.

Residential driveway would be in the middle

of the junction causing a safety issue.

Two sets of twin residential

driveways would be

blocked by traffic queuing

at the signalised junction.

Bus Stop would need to

be relocated away from

the junction stop line.

Significant landtake required from the pub affecting the

viability of the business and possible extinguishment leading

to the loss of a community facility as a result of the scheme.

HEATH END ROAD

HARE &
 HOUNDS LANE

2
.
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8

Footway regularly overridden by Heavy Goods

Vehicles due to tight radius causing a safety risk

to pedestrians as can be evidenced by tyre marks

of the surface (see drawing BBAG/DWG/301).
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Existing signalised pelican crossing

removed that is on the desire line of the

main walking route to local schools

(Glendale & Croft) and local shops.
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These crossings are uncontrolled and are a

safety issue with confusion and uncertainty

created for all road users particularly children

and the vulnerable. This is a main walking

route to local schools and needs signalising.
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3

Footway significantly

narrowed from 4.8m to 1.8m

to make way for Swept Path

of Heavy Goods Vehicles on

a main pedestrian route for

the whole Bermuda Area.
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Street lighting would need to be upgraded

 to modern standards for the conflict zone

(similar to The Raywoods junction upgrade).

Pavement construction is fretted and rutted signifying road

construction along Bermuda Road is not up to current levels

of Heavy Goods Vehicle traffic (pavement deterioration only

evident since RCI opened up on Hazell Way in 2014).

The right turn lanes have insufficient capacity for the

significant volume of traffic turning into The Raywoods

and Bermuda Road. The queuing space is smaller than

that modelled by WCC which didn't allow for any future

year growth - The junction will become gridlocked!

Residential driveway would be in the middle

of the junction causing a safety issue.

Not to Scale

Bermuda Road / Heath End Road Junction

BBAG/DWG/103/B



Two sets of twin residential

driveways would be

blocked by traffic queuing

at the signalised junction.

TENLONS ROAD
1

.
1

The mini roundabout is not compliant with The

Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Volume 6

Road Geometry, Section 2 Junctions, Part 2 TD

54/07 Design of Mini-Roundabouts  and the

Department for Transport's Good Practice

Guidance to Mini Roundabouts. There are a

number of mandatory requirements that are not

met by the proposed design and junction location

(please see drawing BBAG/DWG/201 and

Consultation Response Report for further details).

The mini roundabout lateral offset deflection

is across residents' driveways. It is

extremely dangerous for residents to access

their drive given all the conflicting priorities

and the predicted high level of traffic.

Inadequate visibility of vehicles and pedestrians using the

set back uncontrolled crossing due to trees, fences and

private gardens. This will create a significant safety hazard

and make the junction prone to road traffic accidents

(there are no recent recorded accidents at this location).

The removal of on-street parking and predicted large

volumes of commuter/heavy goods vehicles (HGVs)

means that the use of a mini roundabout is inappropriate in

this area. The mini roundabout needs to be implemented

as part of a carefully considered traffic calming scheme.

Due to HGVs the use of vertical features is unacceptable

in a residential area from a noise & vibration perspective

and therefore horizontal chicanes should be used if WCC

insist on opening the link despite the views of local

residents directly impacted by the scheme.
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Queuing back from Bermuda

Road junction is likely to block

the mini- roundabout.
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There will be a very significant drop in property value for residents

along the route and rat runs from being forced to live on the bypass

to the A444. The loss will be as a result of from the significant

increase in traffic, prohibition of parking, high vehicle speed and

HGV traffic generating noise, pollution and light pollution at night.

Not to Scale

Bermuda Road / Tenlons Road Mini Roundabout

BBAG/DWG/104/A



Two sets of twin residential

driveways would be

blocked by traffic queuing

at the signalised junction.

Junction Intervisibility driven by this

property (to avoid demolition;

applying the full standard would

result in demolition of the property).

This results in long crossing of

Bermuda Road which is uncontrolled

and without adequate visibility.

Significant landtake required from the pub affecting the

viability of the business and possible extinguishment leading

to the loss of a community facility as a result of the scheme.

Existing pelican crossing needs to be re-provided as part of the signalised junction.

An 'All Red' pedestrian stage is required due to conflicting traffic movements which will

delay traffic and reduce or eliminate journey time savings from opening the bridge

HEATH END ROAD

THE RAYW
O

O
DS

TENLONS ROAD

HARE &
 HOUNDS LANE

Driveway would be

next to the junction

stopline restricting safe

access for drivers.
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Existing signalised pelican crossing

removed that is on the desire line of the

main walking route to local schools

(Glendale & Croft) and local shops.
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.
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All signalised pedestrian

crossings are all below the

desirable width of 3.6m.

These crossings are uncontrolled and are a

safety issue with confusion and uncertainty

created for all road users particularly children

and the vulnerable. This is a main walking

route to local schools and needs signalising.

1

.
1

Inadequate visibility of vehicles and pedestrians using the

set back uncontrolled crossing due to trees, fences and

private gardens. This will create a significant safety hazard

and make the junction prone to road traffic accidents

(there are no recent recorded accidents at this location).
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The new signalised junction is not compliant with The Design

Manual for Roads and Bridges Volume 6 Road Geometry,

Section 2 Junctions, Part 3, TD 50/04 The Geometric Layout

of Signal-Controlled Junctions and Signalised Roundabouts.

Importantly, intervisibility between opposing traffic flows is

not provided creating a signifcant safety hazard and making

the junction prone to road traffic accidents.

The new signalised junction is not compliant with The

Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Volume 6

Road Geometry, Section 2 Junctions, Part 3, TD

50/04 The Geometric Layout of Signal-Controlled

Junctions and Signalised Roundabouts. Importantly,

intervisibility between opposing traffic flows is not

provided creating a signifcant safety hazard and

making the junction prone to road traffic accidents.

The Mini Roundabout with The Raywoods would need signalising

due to the close proximity of the Bermuda  Road traffic signals

and the lack of queuing capacity inbetween. The junction would

need to be operated as one junction due to the insufficient

reservoir length  (below 75m as noted in Design Manual for

Roads & Bridges (DMRB) TD 50/04 Paragraph 5.17). This would

lead to further delays to traffic on Heath End Road and Bermuda

Road and further reduce any benefits from opening the Bridge.

The existing pavement surface at the junction of

Bermuda Road has failed due to turning HGVs

These crossings are uncontrolled and are a

safety issue with confusion and uncertainty

created for all road users particularly children

and the vulnerable. This is a main walking

route to local schools and needs signalising.

Queuing traffic at the traffic signals will block the

junction with Tenlons Road which provides a

popular route to the Shillingstone Drive estate

Heath End Road Traffic Signalled Controlled Junctions

Not to Scale BBAG/DWG/105/B



Significant impact on local businesses who rely on

parking along Tenlons Road particularly motoring

businesses which use the street to store cars. The

road is also used by numerous parents to park to

pick up children from Glendale School in safety

and without impact on the residential properties

surrounding the school.

Inadequate visibility for traffic emerging

from Shillingstone Drive on to Tenlons

Road due to constant overhanging of

footway from trees and high speed of

commuter traffic due to the proposed

double yellow line parking restrictions

(see drawing BBAG/DWG/202).

The proposed double yellow line parking

restrictions impact on local business as

Tenlons Road is used by Travis Perkins for

deliveries and other businesses for storage of

heavy goods vehicles and a coach company

'Coachleasing' also uses this street for the

storage of passenger service vehicles.

Visibility doesn't meet the Design Manual for Roads &

Bridges standards for minor priority junction visibility. The

significant increase in traffic flow along Tenlons Road and

Shillingstone Drive results in a significant change in

character of this junction (see drawing BBAG/DWG/202).

There is a risk that high speed

commuter traffic will lose

control on the tight corner next

to an electricity sub-station

Tenlons Road / Shillingstone Drive

Not to Scale BBAG/DWG/106/A
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Optional laybys are too narrow for a car. The absolute minimum

width for a parking bay is 1.8m which can't be accommodated

while providing absolute minimum width footways.
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Residents are affected under the Human Rights Act 1988 by the proposed

scheme. The long straight with double yellow parking restrictions will

encourage very high vehicle speeds. In addition properties along Bermuda

Road do not have garages and require on-street parking. The loss of

parking will be a significant restriction, particularly the elderly and

vulnerable who rely on support visits from others who won't be able to

park. A significant amount of traffic will also be displaced into neighbouring

estate roads. The JMP feasibility report into the scheme commissioned by

WCC noted that:

"Construction of the development, as well as opening it to the traffic will

produce air and noise pollution and increase roads accidents and

congestion around the site. The development will also affect residents of

Nuneaton due to increase of pollutants related to traffic emission."

There will be a very significant drop in property value for residents

along the route and rat runs from being forced to live on the bypass

to the A444. The loss will be as a result of from the significant

increase in traffic, prohibition of parking, high vehicle speed and

HGV traffic generating noise, pollution and light pollution at night.

Residents who purchased homes specifically to live on a quiet

residential family road will be forced to live on a main road route

with many unable to sell due to existing financial commitments.

The use of double yellow lines on both sides of the road in a

residential area is unprecedented in whole of Nuneaton.

Optional laybys are too narrow for a car. The

absolute minimum width for a parking bay is 1.8m

which can't be accommodated while providing

absolute minimum width footways. Parking

restrictions and the long straight will encourage

high vehicle speeds from through traffic.

1
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Parking restrictions and the long straight will

encourage high vehicle speeds from through traffic.

Horizontal chicanes and pinch points should be used

if WCC inisist on opening the link against the views

of local residents directly impacted by the scheme.

Bermuda Road (South of Tenlons Road)

Not to Scale BBAG/DWG/107/A



The location of the optional layby has a Cable TV junction box within

the existing footway. It is highly likely that this along with other

underground utilities will lead to the layby option being omitted to

save cost by WCC. The optional laybys are too narrow for a car. The

absolute minimum width for a parking bay is 1.8m which can't  be

accommodated while providing absolute minimum width footways.

Optional laybys are too narrow for a car. The absolute

minimum width for a parking bay is 1.8m which can't be

accommodated while providing absolute minimum width

footways. Parking restrictions and the long straight will

encourage high vehicle speeds from through traffic.

Horizontal chicanes and pinch points should be used if

WCC insist on opening the link against the views of

residents directly impacted by the scheme. In addition it is

likely WCC will rule these out due to underground utilities.

Radley Drive will become a major Rat Run with the Bermuda Road

junction liable to gridlock and long queues. Commuters heading toward

The Raywoods will use Radley Drive, Cornish Crecent and Orkney

Close as an alternative route through an equally unsuitable residential

area to Bermuda Road to try and avoid the major delay and congestion

caused by the Scheme along Heath End Road and it's junctions.
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Residents are affected under the Human Rights Act 1988 by the

proposed scheme. The long straight with double yellow parking

restrictions will encourage very high vehicle speeds. In addition

properties along Bermuda Road do not have garages and require

on-street parking. The loss of parking will be a significant restriction,

particularly the elderly and vulnerable who rely on support visits from

others who won't be able to park. A significant amount of traffic will also

be displaced into neighbouring estate roads. The JMP feasibility report

into the scheme commissioned by WCC noted that:

"Construction of the development, as well as opening it to the traffic will

produce air and noise pollution and increase roads accidents and

congestion around the site. The development will also affect residents

of Nuneaton due to increase of pollutants related to traffic emission."

There will be a very significant drop in property value for residents

along the route and rat runs from being forced to live on the bypass

to the A444. The loss will be as a result of from the significant

increase in traffic, prohibition of parking, high vehicle speed and

HGV traffic generating noise, pollution and light pollution at night.

Residents who purchased homes specifically to live on a quiet

residential family road will be forced to live on a main road route

with many unable to sell due to existing financial commitments.

The use of double yellow lines on both sides of the road in a

residential area is unprecedented in whole of Nuneaton.
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The location of the optional layby has a Severn Trent

Water manhole within the verge. It is highly likely the

layby option will be omitted to save cost by WCC.

Parking restrictions and the long straight will

encourage high vehicle speeds from through traffic.

Horizontal chicanes and pinch points should be used

if WCC inisist on opening the link against the views

of residents directly impacted by the scheme.

Bermuda Road (North of Radley Drive)

Not to Scale BBAG/DWG/108/A



The Human Rights of residents is affected under the Human Rights Act

1988 by the propsoed scheme. The big long straight with double yellow

parking restrictions will encourage very high vehicle speeds from

through traffic. In addition properties along Bermuda Road do not have

garages and currently require on-street parking. The loss of parking will

be a significant restriction on the local community particularly the elderly

and vulnerable who relay on suppport visits from others who won't be

able to park. In addition this will displace a significant amopunt of

parking into neighbouring estate roads. The JMP feasibility report into

the scheme commissioned by WCC noted that:

"Construction of the development, as well as opening it to the traffic will

produce air and noise pollution and increase roads accidents and

congestion around the site. The development will also affect residents

of Nuneaton due to increase of pollutants related to traffic emission."

There will be a very signficant drop in property value for

residents along the route and rat runs from being forced to

live on the bypass to the A444. the loss will be as a result

of from the significant increase in traffic, prohibition of

parking, high vehicle speed and HGV traffic generating

noise, pollution, light pollution at night. Residents who

purchased homes specifically to live on a quiet residential

family road will be forced to live on a main road route with

many unable to sell due to existing financial commitments.

The use of double yellow lines on both sides of the road in a

residential area is unprecedented in whole of Nuneaton.

There will be a very significant drop in property value for

residents along the route and rat runs from being forced to

live on the bypass to the A444. the loss will be as a result

of from the significant increase in traffic, prohibition of

parking, high vehicle speed and HGV traffic generating

noise, pollution, light pollution at night. Residents who

purchased homes specifically to live on a quiet residential

family road will be forced to live on a main road route with

many unable to sell due to existing financial commitments.

Radley Drive will become a major Rat Run with the

Bermuda Road junction liable to gridlock and long

queues commuters heading toward The Raywoods will

use Radley Drive, Cornish Crecent and Orkney Close

as an alternative route through an equally unsuitable

residential area to Bermuda Road to try and avoid the

major delay and congestion caused by the Scheme

along Heath End Road and it's junctions.

Shillingstone will become a major Rat Run with the

Bermuda Road junction liable to gridlock and long

queues. Commuters heading towards Croft Road,

Westbury Road and Church Road will use

Shillingstone Drive as the preferred route to the

Tenlons Road  junction rather than risking being delay

in long queues at the top end of Bermuda Road and

the longer route via the proposed roundabout. The

Shillingstone Estate is an equally unsuitable residential

area to Bermuda Road for this type of traffic.
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The footway is being narrowed my nearly a metre to squeeze in the uncontrolled

pedestrian refuge. The footway should not be narrowed and proper pedestrian and

cycling facilities should be installed if the scheme is progressed against the wishes of

local residents. Why do WCC deem that a signal controlled Toucan crossing is required

for the park & ride train station due to the significant traffic volumes of traffic for a few

rail commuter in the morning and afternoon peak yet but the same proivision to popular

local amenities that are used throughout the day in what is a major residential area?
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Radley Drive and Shillingstone Drive

Not to Scale BBAG/DWG/109/A



Cyclists on the shared footway will pose a major hazard to  pedestrians and

the kinks in the shared footway directly leads to conflict between fast moving

cyclists who can't negotiate the tight geometry and pedestrians including

families and the elderly walking to the playground and community centre.

3
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This is an uncontrolled crossing pedestrian refuge.Ensors

Pool is a very popular amenity for walkers, families and

cyclists. However at only 2m wide the refuge is of

inadequate width for a parent and pushchair to wait

safely in the middle of the A444 bypass.
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3m is the minimum allowable width for a shared cycleway footway

(the minimum WCC desirable width is 4m). Bermuda Road is

currently a very popular cycle route due to a it's near traffic free

nature. The opening of the bridge is a major threat to sustainable

transport and a significant safety risk to cyclists. Pushing cyclists

onto the footways and using uncontrolled pedestrian refuges to

cross the road proves that Bermuda Road is inappropriate to be

opened up as a bypass to the A444. Pushing cyclists on the

footway will pose a major hazard to  pedestrians and the 90 degree

turns and poor visibility leads to conflict between fast moving

cyclists and pedestrians including families and the elderly walking

to Ensors Pool, the playground and community centre.

There is no crossing facility for the access to the playground, and main walking and cycling

route to the George Eliot Hospital and Eliot Park. Given that this is also a pedestrian route

to Middlemarch School too it is clearly a major safety risk that no crossing has been

provided. There is also a steep ramp leading down to the road and poor visibility caused by

the playing fields perimeter fencing  to the South. The speed and volume of vehicles on the

long straight wide road is likely to lead to significant accidents at a location that currently

has none. It is unsafe to route a relief road to the A444 past these types of community

facilities and strategic traffic should be kept away from residential areas and the A444

upgraded instead to accommodate this traffic away from residential areas.

The carriageway at this location is showing major

rutting and fretting of the surface course indicating the

pavement construction is failing and this is only less

than a year since Ralph Coleman International opened

up (these are the new jobs mentioned in the scheme

business case which already exist proving the bridge

is not required to bring new jobs to the area).

The proposed parking bays will almost be constantly

fully occupied due to the lack of any parking provision

along the residential area of Bermuda Road and the

loss of parking for the logistics companies along Hazell

Way who currently use the road space along the

southern part of Bermuda Road. This will result in

inadequate visibility between Sargasso Lane properties.

The Designer's Response in the Road Safety Audit for

the scheme has already acknowledged the need to

meet the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges forward

visibility standards but the proposed scheme does not

provide 90m of visibility at many of the side roads along

the new bypass. This is one of many examples that

supports the evidence base that is is unsafe to open up

Bermuda Road and The Bridleway to be a relief road.

There is a significant impact on local

business as this section of Bermuda Road is

used by Heavy Goods Vehicles to park up

inbetween duties at premises on Hazell Way.

Ensors Pool & Bermuda Chrildren's Playground

Not to Scale BBAG/DWG/110/A



The double yellow lines have a significant impact on local business

as this section of Bermuda Road is used by Heavy Goods Vehicles

to park up inbetween duties at premises on Hazell Way which will

be removed as part of the scheme potentially affecting the viability

of the compaines to continue operating without  signficant

additional cost to find additional land for on-site parking.

There is a significant impact on local

business as this section of Bermuda Road is

used by Heavy Goods Vehicles to park up

inbetween duties at premises on Hazell Way.

There is no crossing facilities for the access to the playground, and main

walking cycling and walking route to the George Eliot Hospital and Eliot

Park. Given that this is also a pedestrian route to Middlemarch School too it

is clearly a major safety risk that no crossing has been provided. There is

also a steep ramp leading down to the road and poor visibility caused by

the playing fields perimeter fencing  to the South. The speed and volume of

vehicles on the long straight wide road is bound to lead to significant

accidents at a location that current has none. It is unsafe to route a relief

road to the A444 past these types of community facilities and strategic

traffic should be kept away from residential areas and the A444 upgraded

instead to accomodate this traffic away from residential areas..

3m is the minimum allowable width for a shared cycleway footway. Bermuda Road is currently a

very popular cycle route due to a it's near traffic free nature. The opening of the bridge is a major

threat to sustainable transport and a significant safety risk to cyclists. Pushing cyclists onto the

footways proves that Bermuda Road is inappropriate to be opened up as a bypass to the A444.

Pushing cyclists on the footway will pose a major hazard to  pedestrians and the 90 degree turns

and poor visibility leads to conflict between fast moving cyclists and pedestrians including

famailes and the elderly walking to Ensors Pool, the playground and community centre.

3

The road width only just meets Design Manual for Roads and Bridge

cross-section for single lane two way traffic. Therefore no northbound provision

for cyclists has been provided up a long steep hill. Cyclists traveling up a hill

require more space and the volume of traffic and heavy goods vehicles poses a

signifcant safety risk to cyclists due to the inadequate facilities along what is

current a very popular near traffic free cycle route to Bermuda Park.
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Private land is required to be purchased from Bermuda Phoenix Community

Centre to accommodate the shared cycleway footway. The perimeter fencing

for the sports fields is at the back of the existing footway and will need to be

rebuilt further back with possible regrading of the embankments too.

The shared cycle facilities are below the Warwickshire

County Council desirable standard of 4m (Standard

Detail CY 702.1). The proposal is also not in

accordance with Department for Transport Local

Transport Note 2/08 (Cycle Infrastructure Design).

Bermuda Road Playing Fields

Not to Scale BBAG/DWG/111/A



Hazell Way junction  has been realigned to

meet the new road removing the visibility

issues associated with the current junction.

However the entrance is still unsuitable to

cope with the swept path of heavy goods

vehicles despite the regular deliveries to the

businesses on Hazell Way. HGVs will need to

swing into the opposite side of the road posing

a risk to oncoming vehicles and vehicles

waiting in the side road. The layout is likely to

encourage overriding of the footway as

currently occurs  along Bermuda Road.

HAZELL WAY

RIDER CLO
SE

Higher probability of vehicles losing control on the corner due to the long

straight on either approach, putting pedestrians and cyclists at risk due to the

significant increase in the volume, speed and size of vehicles using this road

Residents are affected under the Human Rights Act 1988 by the proposed

scheme. The long straight with double yellow parking restrictions will

encourage very high vehicle speeds. In addition properties along Bermuda

Road do not have garages and require on-street parking. The loss of parking

will be a significant restriction, particularly the elderly and vulnerable who rely

on support visits from others who won't be able to park. A significant amount of

traffic will also be displaced into neighbouring estate roads. The JMP feasibility

report into the scheme commissioned by WCC noted that:

"Construction of the development, as well as opening it to the traffic will

produce air and noise pollution and increase roads accidents and congestion

around the site. The development will also affect residents of Nuneaton due to

increase of pollutants related to traffic emission."

There will be a very significant drop in

property value for residents along the route

and rat runs from being forced to live on the

bypass to the A444. the loss will be as a

result of from the significant increase in

traffic, prohibition of parking, high vehicle

speed and HGV traffic generating noise,

pollution, light pollution at night. Residents

who purchased homes specifically to live on

a quiet residential family road will be forced

to live on a main road route with many unable

to sell due to existing financial commitments.

The use of double yellow lines on both sides of the road in a

residential area is unprecedented in whole of Nuneaton.

The revised highway obliterates an existing balancing pond

and requires the removal of trees. The pond also appears to

encroach on the existing playfing fields. In addition there

new balancing pond is a lot larger than the existing one.

There is a significant impact on local

business as this section of Bermuda Road is

used by Heavy Goods Vehicles to park up

inbetween duties at premises on Hazell Way.

Widening of the road to meet Design

Manual  for Roads & Bridges forward

visibility standards as picked up in the

Road Safety Audit for the scheme has

resulted in a design that will encourage

high speed. The increased speed and

volume of traffic makes it more likely for

vehicles to lose control on the corner and

plough into the new build mews properties

on Bermuda Road / Rider Close.

Cyclists are expected to use a footway

despite its narrow & inappropriate width.

This is unacceptable provision for

pedestrians and cyclists on such a

popular cycle route alongside a bypass .

The crossing is also a sited a significant

distance from the crossing desire line.

Widening of the road and the creation of a new link

road via the bridge makes WCC liable to providing

compensation for residents along Bermuda Road

under the Noise Insulation Regulations.
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This is an uncontrolled crossing pedestrian

refuge located away from the desire line of

cyclists and pedestrians. It is only 2m wide

which is of inadequate width for a parent

and pushchair to wait safely in the middle

of the A444 bypass. The refuge cannot be

poitioned here due to major utility covers!

Private land is required to be purchased from Bermuda Phoenix Community

Centre to accommodate the shared cycleway footway. The perimeter fencing

for the sports fields is at the back of the existing footway and will need to be

rebuilt further back with possible regrading of the embankments too.

Rider Close Corner & Wildlife Area

Not to Scale BBAG/DWG/112/A
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Existing road and pinch point is removed and replaced by a

new relief road to the A444 without any traffic calming.

There will a very significant increase in traffic speed from

the high volume of two way traffic using the route including

the hump back bridge approach. As a result there is a high

probability of road traffic accidents within the village.

Recent Mews housing very close to all traffic route

causing significant detrimental impacts on  noise, vibration

and air quality for residents. Baseline monitoring at this

location is is essential to understand the true impact of the

scheme on residents and the local community

Bermuda Connection Project will

sever an existing segregated cycle

and pedestrian route from Bermuda

Park to George Eliot Hospital.

The new alignment  takes the

scheme onto private land owned

by Holland & Barratt. This site is

a few metres higher than

existing ground and has

historically had heavy

contamination and according to

Environmental Agency Records,

contains 'Special Waste'.

Bermuda Village Junction has

had to be realigned and current

priorities changed. However,

the necessary side road

visibility required under the

Design Manual for Roads and

Bridges has not been achieved.

Major utilities need to be relocated from the

middle of the grassed turning circle including a

gas governor and water infrastructure that will

add considerable cost to the scheme budget.

In addition to the very significant change

in traffic flows from a quiet residential

cul-de-sac to a relief road to the

strategic A444 Griff Way Bypass,

residents are further disadvantaged by

the removal of the road and parking in

front of these mews properties that rely

on on-street parking while the footway is

significantly narrowed down to 1.8m.

3m is the minimum allowable width for a shared cycleway footway.

Bermuda Road is currently a very popular cycle route due to a it's

near traffic free nature. The opening of the bridge is a major threat to

sustainable transport and a significant safety risk to cyclists. Pushing

cyclists onto the footways and using uncontrolled pedestrian refuges

to cross the road proves that Bermuda Road is inappropriate to be

opened up as a bypass to the A444. Pushing cyclists on the footway

will pose a major hazard to  pedestrians and the 90 degree turns and

poor visibility leads to conflict between fast moving cyclists and

pedestrians including families and the elderly walking to George Eliot

Hospital, Ensors Pool, the playground and community centre.

The road alignment has sliced through the bus turning

circle. There is not insufficient space for a bus to turn

safely and to square up with the bypass to have

adequate visibility of traffic along the link road. Buses

and other vehicles dropping off at the community centre

cannot pull out safely. There is a high risk of road traffic

collisions at this location with the current proposals .

The Bridleway is quietly used and currently doesn't have priority

over the road from Bermuda Village. The footway adjacent to

the proposed relief road which by its design will encourage high

speed entering the village is a major safety concern. Private

land and trees restricts visibility while there is a large deep ditch

in the verge which poses a significant safety risk for passing

cars with no barrier provided to protect cars from leaving the

road into this feature. In addition the footway is very narrow and

will force pedestrians including children to walk past a

significant volume of high speed traffic. It is not appropriate for

Warwickshire County Council to route such traffic through

residential areas and appears to be unprecedented in the UK to

build a relief road to a bypass by re-routing traffic off the bypass

into a residential area that has never been on a main road.

Widening of the road and the creation of a new link

road via the bridge makes WCC liable to providing

compensation for residents along Bermuda Road

under the Noise Insulation Regulations.

Cyclists are expected to use a footway

despite its narrow & inappropriate width.

This is unacceptable provision for

pedestrians and cyclists on such a

popular cycle route alongside a bypass .

The crossing is also a sited a significant

distance from the crossing desire line.
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This is an uncontrolled crossing

pedestrain refuge located away from the

desire line of cyclists and pedestrians. It

is only 2m wide which is of inadequate

width for a parent and pushchair to wait

safely in the middle of the A444 bypass.

There is no safe means of

crossing the road for pedestrians

from from the Village and all the

new housing at Penns Croft to

cross the road towards the

community centre, hospital,

playground, local schools and

the Town Centre. Routing a relief

road of a strategic bypass and

through a residential community

is unsafe and will create a

significant accident problem.

3

Shared footway requires

widening into an area of

'Special waste'

contamination while the blind

corner poses a risk for both

pedestrians and cyclists.
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The use of double yellow lines on both

sides of the road in a residential area is

unprecedented in whole of Nuneaton.
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The  new build alignment of The Bridleway is well below  the  requirements

of the Design Manual for Roads & Bridges. This is unacceptable for a new

build carriageway which should be built to the recommended standards

(see drawing BBAG/DWG/205). The sub-standard design proves that the

Bermuda Connection is an inappropriate solution.

Bermuda Village & Phoenix Community Centre

Not to Scale BBAG/DWG/113/A
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Risk to cyclists and pedestrians currently

emerging into a traffic free environment

who will be confronted by a significant

traffic flows across  the bridge posing a risk

to users of sustainable modes of transport

Bermuda Connectivity Project will remove the current traffic free

environment enjoyed by pedestrians and cyclists. The Bridge and

approach ramps are not of sufficient width to provide safe cycle facilities

either through cycle lanes or shared cycleway / footways  in accordance

with Local Transport Note 2/08 (Cycle Infrastructure Design) due to

insufficient carriageway and footway widths.  The proposal to push

southbound cyclists onto a footway over a hump backed bridge and

constrained by a bridge parapet is unacceptable to both pedestrians and

cyclists. In addition there is no provision  for northbound cyclists  who

have to share road space with high volume commuter flows and heavy

goods vehicles across the bridge. All of the above will pose a significant

safety risk which will deter people using sustainable modes of transport,

particularly those accessing the new train station.

Approach ramp needs to be regraded to meet the

vertical alignment requirements of the Design Manual

for Roads and Bridges (TD 9/93 Highway Link Design)

as the current ramp is too steep to meet inclusive

mobility requirements and safe sight stopping distance.

This will result in a longer approach ramp and hence

larger embankment or reinforced retaining walls

affecting residents and local ecology.

New carriageway and larger embankments will have a

detrimental impact on adjacent properties, Holland &

Barratt Headquarters and existing wildlife corridor. The

large embankment are noted on the plans provided by

WCC to Deeley Properties in an effort to change the

Holland & Barratt site. It was noted during the planning

application by the applicant that the bridge is not

needed or wanted.  This site has also been noted to

have landfill gas percolating through the existing ponds

In addition to the very significant change

in traffic flows from a quiet residential

cul-de-sac to a relief road to the

strategic A444 Griff Way Bypass,

residents are further disadvantaged by

the removal of the road and parking in

front of these mews properties that rely

on on-street parking while the footway is

significantly narrowed down to 1.8m.

The proposed junction is confusing and a

safety risk as noted in the Road Safety Audit.

There is bound to be confusion of who has

priority and accident are likely to occur. Its

also very confusing for a pedestrian to try

and look in three differ traffic flow directions

on both sides of the crossing.
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Widening of the road and the creation of a new link

road via the bridge makes WCC liable to providing

compensation for residents along Bermuda Road

under the Noise Insulation Regulations.

Recent Mews housing very close to all traffic route

causing significant detrimental impacts on  noise, vibration

and air quality for residents. Baseline monitoring at this

location is is essential to understand the true impact of the

scheme on residents and the local community

Shared footway and new carriageway built in an

area that is noted by the Environmental Agency

as containing 'Special Waste'. Not only will this

pose a signifcant health risk to residents and

workers at Eliot Park but will also add

considerable cost to the scheme estimate.

The proposed priority junction does not meet the

Design Manual for Roads & Bridges safe sight stopping

distance of 90m in either direction. The bridge to the

east is humpbacked and curvature to the west make

this layout unacceptable and unsafe given the predicted

volume and likely speed of traffic coming off the A444

and racing down St Georges Way and The Bridleway.

Removing the footway across the bridge and

making residents and walkers cross a relief

road with no signal controlled crossing in a

residential area where there is insufficient

safe stopping distance for vehicles is

unacceptable. The impacts on children, the

elderly and mobility impaired are very

significant. The removal of the footway will

not prevent people walking down the verge

putting themselves at risk rather than trying

to cross a high speed road with poor

visibility twice. This is likely to lead to people

being killed or seriously injured. The

proposals show it is unsafe to use Bermuda

Bridge as a bypass to the A444. The

scheme fails its key objective to provide

sustainable access to the train station.
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The  new build alignment of The Bridleway is well below

the  requirements of the Design Manual for Roads &

Bridges. This is unacceptable for a new build

carriageway which should be built to the recommended

standards (see drawing BBAG/DWG/205). The

sub-standard design proves that the Bermuda

Connection is an inappropriate solution.

The Bridleway

Not to Scale BBAG/DWG/114/A
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Bridge parapets will need to be completely replaced.

Bermuda Connectivity Project will remove the current traffic free environment enjoyed by pedestrians and

cyclists. The Bridge and approach ramps are not of sufficient width to provide safe cycle facilities either

through cycle lanes or shared cycleway / footways  in accordance with Local Transport Note 2/08 (Cycle

Infrastructure Design) due to insufficient carriageway and footway widths.  The proposal to push southbound

cyclists onto a footway over a hump backed bridge and constrained by a bridge parapet is unacceptable to

both pedestrians and cyclists. In addition there is no provision  for northbound cyclists  who have to share

road space with high volume commuter flows and heavy goods vehicles across the bridge. The 4.1m

measure width is not a useable width as it is constrained by the relief road and the bridge parapet which is

not account for within the 4.1m shared footway width. All of the above will pose a significant safety risk which

will deter people using sustainable modes of transport, particularly those accessing the new train station.

Large longitudinal cracks and subsidence suggesting

significant ground movement within the embankments

as the road is not subject to highway loading.

Risk to cyclists and pedestrians currently

emerging into a traffic free environment

who will be confronted by a significant

traffic flows across  the bridge posing a risk

to users of sustainable modes of transport.

Approach ramp needs to be regraded to meet the vertical

alignment requirements of the Design Manual for Roads

and Bridges (TD 9/93 Highway Link Design) as the current

ramp is too steep to meet inclusive mobility requirements

and safe sight stopping distance. This will result in a longer

approach ramp and hence larger embankment or reinforced

retaining walls affecting residents and local ecology.

Removing the footway across the bridge and making residents and

walkers cross a relief road with no signal controlled crossing in a

residential area where there is insufficient safe stopping distance

for vehicles is unacceptable. The impacts on children, the elderly

and mobility impaired are very significant. The removal of the

footway will not prevent people walking down the verge putting

themselves at risk rather than trying to cross a high speed road

with poor visibility twice. This is likely to lead to people being killed

or seriously injured. The proposals show it is unsafe to use

Bermuda Bridge as a bypass to the A444. The scheme fails its key

objective to provide sustainable access to the train station.

Existing road cross section amended across the bridge. The road width has

been changed from 7.32m wide to 7.5m. This brings high speed traffic

adjacent to the southern parapet which is a safety concern if a vehicle loses

control and crashes over onto the A444.  Based on its most recent Principal

Inspection (March 2014), Bermuda Bridge has extensive defects which have

deteriorated since its last Principal Inspection back in 1994. The structure has

not been assessed against current standards or for 44T Heavy Goods

Vehicles which are now legal within the EU while the proposed remedials to

defects identified still remain 18 months since the reports showing a general

lack of maintenance. The bridge will require significant funding to repair the

existing defects, replace the parapets and strengthen the bridge to meet the

standards required to reopen it to traffic so that it is 'fit for purpose'.
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A444 Bermuda Bridge

Not to Scale BBAG/DWG/115/A
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Visibility splay required by Design Manual for

Roads & Bridges (Design Speed 60kph) requiring

compulsory purchase of industrial site to relocate

security fencing and reconfigure the car park.

Bermuda Connectivity Project will remove the current traffic free environment enjoyed by

pedestrians and cyclists. The Bridge and approach ramps are not of sufficient width to

provide safe cycle facilities either through cycle lanes or shared cycleway / footways  in

accordance with Local Transport Note 2/08 (Cycle Infrastructure Design) due to insufficient

carriageway and footway widths.  The proposal to push southbound cyclists onto a footway

over a hump backed bridge and constrained by a bridge parapet is unacceptable to both

pedestrians and cyclists. In addition there is no provision for northbound cyclists  who have

to share road space with high volume commuter flows and heavy goods vehicles across

the bridge. All of the above will pose a significant safety risk which will deter people using

sustainable modes of transport, particularly those accessing the new train station.

Risk to cyclists and pedestrians currently

emerging into a traffic free environment who will

be confronted by a significant traffic flows  posing

a risk to users of sustainable modes of transport.

Removing the footway across the bridge and making residents and walkers cross

a relief road with no signal controlled crossing in a residential area where there is

insufficient safe stopping distance for vehicles is unacceptable. The impacts on

children, the elderly and mobility impaired are very significant. The removal of the

footway will not prevent people walking down the verge putting themselves at risk

rather than trying to cross a high speed road with poor visibility twice. This is likely

to lead to people being killed or seriously injured. The proposals show it is unsafe

to use Bermuda Bridge as a bypass to the A444. The scheme fails its key

objective to provide sustainable access to the train station.

Approach ramp needs to be regraded to meet the vertical alignment

requirements of the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (TD 9/93

Highway Link Design) as the current ramp is too steep to meet inclusive

mobility requirements and sight stopping distance. This will result in a longer

approach ramp and hence larger embankment or reinforced retaining walls.

The Bermuda Park NUCKLE project is meant to install a mini-roundabout at

this location. As a result of the Bermuda Connection this roundabout may not

be installed but results in a tight bend past this offset junction. This is going

to make it very difficult for deliveries to access the sites either side of St

Georges Way. The proposal to create a bypass to the A444 and route a high

volume of traffic around this curve past Univar which handles some of the

most dangerous chemicals known in the UK is very high risk. The site has

one of the highest priority emergency service reaction possible and an

explosion here could result in fatalities from poisonous / explosive chemicals.
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The shared cycle facilities are below the Warwickshire

County Council desirable standard of 4m (Standard

Detail CY 702.1). The proposal is also not in

accordance with Department for Transport Local

Transport Note 2/08 (Cycle Infrastructure Design).
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New shared footway / cycleway construction

affecting existing wildlife habitat and also ability

of Network Rail to use their vehicle access.

2
.
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St Georges Ways (Univar Entrance)

Not to Scale BBAG/DWG/116/A
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New shared footway / cycleway construction

affecting existing wildlife habitat.

Shared footway is below WCC minimum width of

3m (WCC standard detail CY 702.1) and is not

compliant with Department for Transport Local

transport Note 2/08 Cycling Design Infrastructure.

2.8

The Bermuda Connection Project will remove the existing

northbound and soutbound cycle lanes and the current near

traffic free environment enjoyed by pedestrians and cyclists.

Northbound cyclist will need to share road space with high

volumes of commuter flows and heavy goods vehicles. In

summary the Bermuda Connection Project will pose a significant

safety risk and deter people using sustainable modes of

transport, particularly those accessing the new train station.

The shared cycle facilities are below the Warwickshire

County Council desirable standard of 4m (Standard

Detail CY 702.1). The proposal is also not in

accordance with Department for Transport Local

Transport Note 2/08 (Cycle Infrastructure Design).

2.9

New shared footway / cycleway construction

affecting existing wildlife habitat.

Not to Scale

St Georges Way (Northern end)

BBAG/DWG/117/A



New shared footway / cycleway construction

affecting existing wildlife habitat.

Shared footway is the WCC minimum width of 3m

(WCC standard detail CY 702.1) and is not

compliant with Department for Transport Local

transport Note 2/08 Cycling Design Infrastructure.

The Bermuda Connection Project will remove the

existing northbound and southbound cycle lanes and the

current near traffic free environment enjoyed by

pedestrians and cyclists. Northbound cyclist will need to

share road space with high volumes of commuter flows

and heavy goods vehicles. In summary the Bermuda

Connection Project will pose a significant safety risk and

deter people using sustainable modes of transport,

particularly those accessing the new train station.

The shared cycle facilities are below the Warwickshire

County Council desirable standard of 4m (Standard

Detail CY 702.1). The proposal is also not in

accordance with Department for Transport Local

Transport Note 2/08 (Cycle Infrastructure Design).

Many of the 31 on street parking spaces currently

being constructed for the new Bermuda Park train

station as part of NUCKLE Phase 1 are removed

with parking outside the station reduce to 10

spaces. This is a significant waste of public funds;

as statement which could equally be applied to

the whole of the Bermuda Connection Scheme.

3

The Bermuda Connection Project will remove the existing northbound

and southbound cycle lanes and the current near traffic free

Not to Scale

St Georges Way: (North of Train Station)
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New shared footway / cycleway construction

affecting existing wildlife habitat.

Shared footway is below the WCC minimum width of 3m (WCC

standard detail CY 702.1) and is not compliant with Department for

Transport Local transport Note 2/08 Cycling Design Infrastructure.

The Bermuda Connection Project will remove the existing northbound

and southbound cycle lanes and the current near traffic free

environment enjoyed by pedestrians and cyclists. Northbound cyclist will

need to share road space with high volumes of commuter flows and

heavy goods vehicles. In summary the Bermuda Connection Project will

pose a significant safety risk and deter people using sustainable modes

of transport, particularly those accessing the new train station.

The shared cycle facilities are below the Warwickshire County

Council desirable standard of 4m (Standard Detail CY 702.1). The

proposal is also not in accordance with Department for Transport

Local Transport Note 2/08 (Cycle Infrastructure Design).

New park & ride car park for the train station. The fact

that the car park is away from the station is a concern

given that uses will need to cross St Georges Way

which will be used as a high speed relief road to the

A444 by commuters and heavy goods vehicle coming

on off strategic routes including the M6 motorway.

This is likely to result in personal accident injuries to

those not willing to use the Toucan crossing.

Warwickshire County Council are to provide a Toucan signal controlled crossing for a

station that will only see a few rail users during the morning commute and evening

commute. Yet the scheme proposals to not provide signalised crossing facilities for

pedestrians in the residential areas of the link in areas that see much higher flows of

pedestrians trying to cross a high speed  relief road that will be busy throughout   the

day. This provides evidence that Toucan / Puffin crossing are required on all arms of

the amended and new junctions on Heath End Road, at Ensors Pool / the playground

and between Harefield Lane and the Community Centre.

Controlled bollard access could be implemented at Bermuda Park Station with a second

entrance to the car park and two seperate sections to the car park as at Coleshill Parkway

following the precedent set at that location by Warwickshire County Council . Coleshill

Parkway is between Hams Hall (a much large industrial estate than Bermuda Park

including a large railhead terminal) and residential Coleshill and parallel to a strategic route

(A446). A new bridge was provided to access a new park and ride car park in an identical

scenario to opening Bermuda Bridge but crucially a key element was to prevent a

residential rat run being created. It should also be noted that control bollards are already in

use in Nuneaton to control HGV deliveries and car access to the town centre (ANPR is a

more recent solution that is used elsewhere for enforcment of restrictions).
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High volumes and the spped of traffic will pose a

significant hazard to deliveries vehicles serving

the existing business on St Georges Way.

Not to Scale

Bermuda Park Train Station & Car Park
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To widen the footway as shown to create a shared

footway cycleway requires land from Network Rail. The

pallasade security fence at the back of the footway

needs moving and the existing footway widening.

Shared footway is below the WCC minimum width of 3m (WCC

standard detail CY 702.1) and is not compliant with Department for

Transport Local transport Note 2/08 Cycling Design Infrastructure.

The Bermuda Connection Project will remove the existing southbound

cycle lane and the current near traffic free environment enjoyed by

pedestrians and cyclists. Northbound cyclist will need to share road

space with high volumes of commuter flows and heavy goods vehicles.

In summary the Bermuda Connection Project will pose a significant

safety risk and deter people using sustainable modes of transport,

particularly those accessing the new train station.

The shared cycle facilities are below the Warwickshire County

Council desirable standard of 4m (Standard Detail CY 702.1). The

proposal is also not in accordance with Department for Transport

Local Transport Note 2/08 (Cycle Infrastructure Design).
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High volumes and the spped of traffic will pose a

significant hazard to deliveries vehicles serving

the existing business on St Georges Way.

Not to Scale

St Georges Way (South of Train Station)
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The shared cycle facilities are below the Warwickshire County

Council desirable standard of 4m (Standard Detail CY 702.1). The

proposal is also not in accordance with Department for Transport

Local Transport Note 2/08 (Cycle Infrastructure Design).

The Bermuda Connection Project will remove the existing southbound

cycle lane and the current near traffic free environment enjoyed by

pedestrians and cyclists. Northbound cyclists will need to share road

space with high volumes of commuter flows and heavy goods vehicles.

In summary the Bermuda Connection Project will pose a significant

safety risk and deter people using sustainable modes of transport,

particularly those accessing the new train station.

No improvements to Griff Island as stated in the scheme

business case. Long queues will form at the end of St

Georges Way and high volumes of traffic will make it

dangerous for pedestrians to cross St Georges Way.
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Bermuda Connection will open up another rat run

around south Nuneaton along Gypsy Lane and into

Whitestone, A key outcome of the Bermuda

Connection is over 500 new homes on Gypsy Lane.

None of the traffic generated by these new

developments which are key outcomes of opening the

bridge within the scheme business case have not been

modelled by WCC as part of the Bermuda Connection.

Not to Scale

Griff Island / St Georges Way Roundabout
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